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The boats of your tribe have just landed
on the black sand beach of Karekare. An enormous,
untouched territory spreads out before you: a land

of opportunities with a promising future. Here is a chain
of islands rich in resources, where you will find all the timber

you need to build huts and canoes, lakes and seas filled with fish, 
and fertile soil to grow sweet potatoes. You soon notice that other 

tribes are landing here, too. There’s nothing wrong with having 
neighbors and relationships with them, but you must hurry

to secure control of the territory you need before the others settle 
in the most advantageous sites and cut off  access to the resources 

you so desperately need. The currency of exchange by which
the councils of the tribe are governed is honor. There is no doubt 

at all that the tribe which is able to accumulate the most honor
in the end will be the most important tribe in Aotearoa.
The different tribes arriving in Aotearoa were sent out

in their canoes and ships by the Polynesian tribes to explore
the ocean and find new lands. All of these groups settle

the various islands that make up the archipelago,
and over time occupy all of the territory on them.

Karekare is a game that involves placing tiles, honorging resources,
and controlling territory for 2 to 4 players that lasts about 45 minutes.

The players try to get the best territories for their tribe,
accumulate resources, and obtain honor. Each tribe explores

the territory by adding new land tiles, which allows them
to perform specific actions aimed at progressing and settling in these

new lands. Each game is played over a period of three “eras” (rounds) 
and, at the end of the third era, the winner is the player

who has accumulated the most honor for his tribe.
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TANGARIKI
This tribe takes its name from one of the most important gods, and its 
link to the lakes and the sea is clear. They are the best canoe makers. 
They are generally very large, heavy-set people, proud of their origins 
and family. Honor is the guide that defines how they behave. 

KUTAROA
The Kutaroa were the first to set foot on the shores of Aotearoa. Their 
enterprising spirit pushed them to establish their towns early on, 
ensuring that they had the best hills on which to build their huts. They 
are quick to adapt to changes and are very curious people.

MAOIPE
This is a tribe who are among the smartest and most cunning—some 
would say they are cheaters. They are adept at taking advantage of 
situations in order to lay claim to optimal, resource rich territories before 
their neighbors are able to do so.

RONGA
The Ronga are expert farmers. Their sweet potato plantations are the 
most productive and their products the most delicious. They are humble 
and do not mind sharing resources with their neighbors. They say the 
Ronga are like the crops they grow: sweet and generous. 
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Contents
Common pieces for all tribes:

● 70 land tiles, including ➊:
- 15 hills 
- 17 fields
- 18 water (which can be access to the sea or lakes)
- 20 forests

● 30 timber tokens ➋
● 30 sweet potato tokens ➌
● 1 Honor score board ➍
● 24 timber and sweet potato multiplier (×5) tokens ➎
● 1 first player token ➏

Specific pieces for each tribe:
● 1 rules summary card: it shows which tribe
 you are leading and the color of your pieces ➐
● 1 honor score token (4 in total) ➑
● 6 canoes of your color (24 in total) ➒
● 6 huts of your color (24 in total) ➓
● 4 field markers to mark your sweet potato fields (16 in total)  

Setup
● Each player chooses a tribe and takes its rules summary card and all pieces of that tribe’s color: the 
huts, the honor score marker, the field markers and the canoes; as well as three timber tokens and one 
sweet potato token. Each player places their pieces in front of them to serve as their personal supply.  

● Leave the rest of the timber and sweet potato tokens to one side to serve as the common reserve. Keep 
in mind that these resources are considered unlimited and that, at any time, you can exchange 5 timber or 
sweet potato from your personal supply for a “×5” token. 

● Leave the box and the honor score board to one side. Place the honor tokens on the “0” space of the 
honor score board.   

● Put the land tiles face down on the table and mix up them up thoroughly. Then select three tiles at 
random and place them face up in the shape of a triangle (with all of them adjacent to one another). This 
is the starting land, where you will begin your exploration.  

● Choose a starting player randomly and hand them the first player token.  

● Each player now chooses two tiles for their starting hand. To do so, first count out a number of new tiles 
equal to double the number of players in the game (4, 6, or 8 tiles for games with 2, 3, or 4 players) and 
place them face up on the table. The starting player chooses one of these tiles, and the other players take 
turns doing the same, going clockwise around the table. Then, starting with the last player and taking turns 
in the opposite direction, each of the players chooses a second tile. 

● Create three face-down piles with the other tiles and place them to one side where all players can reach 
them. Depending on the number of players, each of these piles will be made up of 8, 12, or 16 tiles (for 
games with 2, 3, or 4 players, respectively). 

● Return the extra tiles to the box: you will not use them in this game.
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Playing the Game
A game of Karekare is divided into three eras (or game rounds), each of which represents about one 
century. In each of these eras, the tribes settle the land using tiles from one of the three piles. Tiles will be 
available and visible to the players, as though they are a tile “market.”

At the start of each era, take one of the tile piles and place it where all players can reach it. To create the 
market, flip over the top two tiles and place them face up next to the pile.

Beginning with the starting player, each player will play their turn, then the player to their left will play.

On your turn, you must first place one of the two tiles from your hand on the table, so that it is adjacent 
to one or more of the tiles that have already been placed. After this, you may carry out the actions that are 
described further below, one action for each tile adjacent to the tile you just placed. To finish your turn, 
take another tile from the pile or the market, so that you once again have two in your hand. Now it is the 
next player’s turn.

You will continue in this way—placing tiles and taking new ones—until the pile and the market runs out, at 
which point the current era comes to an end.

Taking Actions
When placing a tile, you may perform one or more actions, depending on the tile that you just placed and 
the tiles that are adjacent to it. If you do not wish to or cannot complete any of the possible actions 
activated by your tile placement, you are not required to do so. If you place a tile next to more than one 
other tile, you choose the order in which to execute the activated actions. See the actions in detail on page 8.

Drawing a 
Tile
After taking your actions, draw another tile so 
that you again have two in your hand. You 
can take the top tile from the pile without 
looking at it, or you can choose one of the 
two available market tiles. Every time you 
take a tile from the market, reveal one from 
the pile (as long as they have not run out) 
and leave it face up in the market, so that 
there are again two tiles available there.
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The End of an Era
An era comes to an end when all of the tiles in the pile AND the market run out. 

At the end of each era there is a scoring phase, in which each player receives the 
following honor rewards:

- 4 honor points for each of your canoes on tiles.

- 3 honor points for each of your huts on tiles.

Each player keeps the two tiles in their hand to start play in the next era. The tiles that 
have already been placed on the table remain there. Now you can set up the next 
era, as described above. The starting player in the next era is the player with the most 
honor at that moment. Hand that player the first player token (if there is a tie, decide at 
random between the tied players).

The Last Era and
the End of the Game
Once the third era ends, each player takes one final turn, so that at the end there is 
only one tile in each player’s hand. When the last era comes to a close, award honor as 
you did in the first and second eras. 

Finally, you earn additional honor awards for your resources and your lands.
These give you: 

- 1 honor point for every 4 timber tokens and 1 honor point for every 2 sweet 
potato tokens left over in your personal supply.

- 4 honor points if you were able to place at least 4 huts on tiles. 

- 4 honor points if you were able to place at least 3 field markers on tiles. 

The winner of the game is the player that has obtained the most honor. If there is a tie, 
the winner is the tied player that has the most timber and sweet potato tokens. If there 
is a still a tie, then the tied players share the victory.

Honor
score board
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The Actions
● If you place a FOREST tile adjacent to a:

▶ Forest: Take 2 timber tokens from the common reserve and add them to your personal supply.
▶ Field: Take 1 timber token from the common reserve and add it to your personal supply.
▶ Water: Pay 1 timber token from your personal supply to the common reserve. Replace 1 canoe on the  

 water tile that belongs to another player with 1 of your own.
▶ Hill: You earn 2 honor points if there is another player’s hut on this hill tile or 3 points if your  

 own hut is on it.

● If you place a FIELD tile adjacent to a:
▶ Forest: Take 2 sweet potato tokens from the common reserve and add them to your personal supply.
▶ Field: Pay 1 sweet potato from your personal supply to the common reserve. Place one of your field  

 markers on the tile and as many sweet potato tokens from the common reserve as the number of  
 players. You also earn 2 honor points. 

▶ Water: Pay 1 sweet potato from your personal supply to the common reserve. Recover 1 of your  
 canoes (never another player’s canoe) from the water tile and return it to your personal supply. You  
 also earn 5 honor points. 

▶ Hill: You earn 2 honor points if there is another player’s hut on this hill tile or 3 points if your  
 own hut is on it.
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● If you place a WATER tile adjacent to a:
▶ Forest: You may place one of your canoes on the water tile.
▶ Field: If the field tile is marked with another player’s field marker take 1 sweet potato counter from  

 the field and place it in your personal supply. If the field tile is marked with a field marker of your  
 own, take all of the sweet potato counters from the field and place them in your personal supply.  
 Leave the field marker on the tile. 

▶ Water: Pay 1 timber token from your personal pool to the common reserve. You may place 1 of your  
 canoes on either of the two water tiles, so long as it is empty.

▶ Hill: You earn 2 honor points if there is another player’s hut on this hill tile or 3 points if your  
 own hut is on it.  

● If you place a HILL tile adjacent to a:
▶ Forest: Pay 4 timber tokens from your personal supply to the common reserve. Place 1 of your  

 huts on the new hill tile.
▶ Field: Pay 2 sweet potato tokens from your personal supply to the common reserve. Place 1 of your  

 huts on the new hill tile.
▶ Water: Return 1 canoe from your personal supply (and put it back in the box). Place 1 of your huts  

 on the new hill tile.
▶ Hill: Return 1 hut from your personal supply (and put it back in the box). Place 1 of your huts on  

 either of the unoccupied hill tiles.

Attention: There can only be 1 hut on each hill tile; likewise there can only be 1 canoe on 
each water tile. Also, your supply of huts and canoes are limited: if you run out, you cannot place 

any more! (Though your canoes may be returned to your supply, in which case you may reuse them.)
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This game recreates the 13th Century arrival of  the Polynesian tribes to Aotearoa, 
which led to the development of  the Maori civilization. Aotearoa is the name the 
Maori gave to the archipelago that we know as New Zealand today. We want to 

take the opportunity that this game provides to give you a little more information about 
New Zealand, and especially the fauna that live there. We hope that this will whet your 
curiosity and encourage you to find out more on your own.

The diet of  the Maori was based on horticultural products and fish. One element of 
the Maori culture that is quite famous today are the dances known as haka (whose war 
version was made popular worldwide by New Zealand’s national rugby team, the All 
Blacks). 

With various anthropomorphic animals, we have sought to represent some of  the many 
bird species native to New Zealand in each of  the game’s tribes. Oddly, none of  these 
birds are able to fly: 

The MOAS were very large birds 

that could reach 2 meters in height. 

These birds went extinct sometime 

around the 15th century due to the 

effect of  contact with humans and 

the mammals that came to the island 

with them. When Europeans reached 

the island centuries later, they could 

only speculate about their habits and behavior based on the 

remains they found.

The FIORDLAND PENGUIN is 
distinguishable by the curious crown 
of  yellow feathers on its head. It 
survives in colonies in the forests 
of  southeast New Zealand, where 
it always stays near the sea, as its 
primary food is fish. Its survival was 
seriously threatened during the initial 
colonization of  New Zealand (the 

one addressed in this game), and currently the International 

Union for the Conservation of  Nature (IUCN) considers it 

to be in danger of  extinction.
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The easiest way to describe the 
KAKAPO is as a giant parrot that 
cannot fly. They can reach up to a half  meter in length and are herbivores. When threatened by predators, their defense 

mechanism is to remain completely still. This system worked well against eagles since the green and black colors of 
their feathers helped them to blend into the vegetation of the woods, but it failed tragically against the predators introduced to the island by mankind, such as cats and rats. This, combined with long interruptions between mating (the females lay eggs only once every 10 years) and the curious and trusting nature of the bird in regard to humans, have led to its nearly complete disappearance. The kakapos are in critical danger of extinction, with less than 150 specimens alive today. 

The KIWI is the smallest of the species 

represented in the game, and one of 

New Zealand’s national symbols. 

It is usually nocturnal, and it is a 

monogamous bird (it appears that they 

keep the same mate for their entire 

lives). Its sense of smell is particularly 

keen (a very unusual adaptation in 

birds) and, since its olfactory conduits 

are at the end of its beak, it is very skilled at finding worms and 

insects burrowing underground. There are five species of kiwis 

and, according to the IUCN, four of them are likely to become 

endangered, while the fifth is already under serious threat of 

extinction in the immediate future.

As you can see, all of these species are extremely vulnerable
and one of them, the moa, has already disappeared. Once again, we repeat 

our humble intention to try to make the existence of these species more widely 
known, and we invite you to learn more and perhaps collaborate in their 

conservation. You can find more information at
https://www.doc.govt.nz/
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